. C-terminally tagged RNase E is functional and facilitates purification of labelled RNA-RNase E complexes.
sRNA abundance (log2 RPKM) Number of hybrids representing interaction sRNA RNaseE binding (log2 max reads) sRNA class (ratio R16/K31) mRNA abundance (log2 RPKM) Figure EV4 . Correlations between recovery of hybrids, total RNA abundance and RNase E crosslinking.
For each hybrid in the dataset, the RNA abundance (assessed by total RNA-Seq) and RNase E binding (RNase E CRAC) at each hybrid half were determined.
A, B For all interactions recovered in both replicates, the number of hybrid reads mapping to an interaction was correlated with RNA abundance (of the least abundant hybrid half; A), and RNase E crosslinking (also for the lowest hybrid half; B). C-F The number of hybrids recovered for 125 experimentally verified sRNA-mRNA interactions was also correlated with RNA abundance at the target (C) and sRNA (E), and RNase E crosslinking at the mRNA (D) and sRNA (F). G For each known sRNA-mRNA interaction, the number of hybrids recovered was also plotted against the ratio of HfqR16/HfqK31 IP (previously determined by Schu et al 2015).
The HfqR16/HfqK31 ratio is indicative of sRNA class where Class I < 1 < Class II sRNAs. For each plot, the Spearman correlation between the variables is shown. H RNase E crosslinking and hybrid recovery for known sRNA-mRNA interactions including those described in Fig 5. The number of hybrids representing an interaction (z-axis) was plotted against RNase E crosslinking for the lower (y-axis) and higher (x-axis) crosslinked halves.
The Figure EV5 . To determine whether the scoring criteria provided a useful ranking of functional sRNA-mRNA interactions, we looked at the distribution of scores assigned to 14 experimentally verified sRNA-mRNA interactions (see Table EV5 ).
A-D Cumulative distribution functions for the total (unverified sRNA-mRNA) interactions (black) and for verified sRNA-mRNA interactions. Verified sRNA-mRNA interactions were found to have a significantly lower distribution of interaction strength (free energy of interaction, ΔG; panel A). For our scoring criteria, we looked the effectiveness of ranking interactions by the number of unique reads recovered (B), by applying scoring criteria 1-4 (i.e. excluding an overlap with a Hfq binding site) (C), or for scoring interactions on all five criteria (D). We applied a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to each CDF (p indicated in plot) and found that scoring interactions on all five criteria gave the most significant separation of verified sRNA-mRNA interactions.
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